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Download a free copy here. The wizard has an excellent dungeon master screen. It is well made and is worth looking for a good looking price. However, the reference data on the DM side is (in my opinion) short. I searched for the pan-made version and found some things better than the wizard's version,
but it finally broke down because it wasn't something I had in mind, so I finally made it my own. You can download pdf files and use them directly. There are several ways to make this a DM screen. The simplest thing is to attach the printout to the cardboard and tape the panel. You'll find photos that can
decorate the player's side to suit your campaign. Here I am done. 1) I felt that 3 panels were sufficient. Create 8 1/2x 11 makes it easy to print, easy to print, and easy to find backups or plastic sleeves that can be mounted. I was oriented them horizontally into a long dimension so that DM could be easily
seen. 2) There is no player creation or dungeon creation information because it lists only the information that may be required during play. 3) We've made it up in three columns on each panel to make it easy to find what you're looking for. Each column has a large title at the top with information related to
that topic listed below. Titles are: vision, travel, combat, survival, conditions, money, encounters, objects, abilities. Enjoy! Abilities Score Modifier Score Modifier 1 -5 16-17 +3 2-3 -4 18-19 +4 4-5 -3 20-21 +5 6-7 -2 22-23 +6 8-9 -1 24-25 +7 10-11 +0 26-27 +8 12-13 +1 28-29 +9 14-15 +2 30 +10 Ability
Score Associated Skills Strength Athletics Dexterity Acrobatics, Sleight of Hand, Stealth Constitution N/A (See Con Table) Intelligence Arcana, History, Investigation, Nature, Religion Wisdom Animal Handling, Insight, Medicine, Perception, Survival Charisma Deception, Intimidation, Performance,
Persuasion Task Difficulty DC Trivial 5 Easy 10 Moderate 15 Hard 20 Very Hard 25 Nearly Impossible 30 Strength measures bodily power and athletic training. Use strength ... Rule score crystal modifier capacity strength score time carrying this chart 15 pounds1 push, drag, or up to twice the carrying
capacity 2 lift slot to determine the bonus on the related roll, see this chart to physically move or save the force to bind 1d20+ STR mode + skill (if skilled) strength check something to lift or push, pull, or try to break something, force the body through space, force the body through space, or apply force to
the situation otherwise. 1d20+ STR mode breaking manacle DC 20 check breaking rope DC 17 ok opens with other possible use forces attached, locked, or forbidden doors. Hanging on to the wagon while being dragged backwards. Tip on the statue. 1 Doubling the creatures carrying capacity for each
medium size category You can pull, drag, or lift. For small creatures, half of these weights. 2 Speed drops to 5 feet while pushing or dragging weight beyond the carrying capacity. The strength skills below are all skills related to strength capability. Automatically climb walls with a lot of handhold or fixed
ropes or rope ladders. Swimming in relatively calm water; Jump the number of equal feet horizontally with half of the strength score, or start running 10 feet with a full strength score; Jump in the air (3+ your strength modifier), start running 10 feet, climb walls lacking the proper amount of easy handles,
step on the water in rough conditions, jump a few feet farther than usual; During long jumps, clear obstacles such as fences or walls of height≤ climbing ropes hanging from the fourth moderate jump or overhang of the jump (i.e., for braces vertical surface shortage), swimming in rough water or climbing
walls with very few handhold, climbing the rope or the other hand at the end of the middle or jump, swimming in violent water or climbing slippery or sheer walls with little or no hand hold Climbing vertically along the overhang with proper handles, swimming in the storm sea, easy force stuck or opening
broken doors, resting in weak bindings, loose breaks through rail-reinforced wooden doors or wedge objects loose breaks, hanging on the wagon while being dragged behind hard brakes through heavy locked or forbidden doors, toaft a very hard break stone statue through a prison or arsenal door, close
the door to a room filled with water and 1 PC can climb and swim in normal conditions. However, strenuous conditions may require you to pass an onshore inspection. During these tests, each exercise foot will cost an extra foot of movement, or an additional 2 feet if it is considered difficult terrain.
Characters with climbing and swimming speeds ignore the additional costs associated with this type of movement. Similarly, the horizontal and vertical distance that the PC can jump without checking is determined by the strength score and the modifier, respectively. Land inspection scans are typically
required only when you try to jump farther away than the amount calculated in the table above. 2 During vertical jumps, the PC can extend the arm to achieve the same additional distance as 1×2 in height, which can be effectively added to the jump distance to hold on to a shelf or other handhold. Dexterity
measures agility, reflexes and balance. Use dexters... See rule score crystal modifier this chart modifier determines the bonus to dexterity Roll this chart armor class see certain types of armor armor armor ac initiative of armor to add all or part of dex mode to save evasive by way of 1d20 + DEX mode
damage 1d20 + DEX mode + skillability (if skilled) dexterity check all attempts to move nimble, Quickly, or quietly, or keep ingesting on a tricky scaffold ingesting 1d20+ DEX mode locks (thief tools) 1d20+ DEX mode + proficiency (if skilled) and other possible use controls on heavy laden cart steep
descents. Steer the tank around a tight turn. Disable traps. Tie the prisoner tightly. Struggling without bonds. Create small or detailed objects. ² Certain types of medium and heavy gloves add to the drawbacks of this roll. The dexterity technology below is all related to dexterity. Walk easily across the ice
surface, stand upright in turbulent conditions or land safely on difficult terrain along a narrow shelf, swing from the chandelier and land on your feetHard Cross, follow simple actions such as rope bridges, bolts or enemies (through space) that swing violently across the tightrope, easily with coin-sized
objects in the palm of your hand or on objects. Cover up objects in your man contest (perception) to cover themselves up from enemies1, sneak suspicious targets past, While others are distracted, easy to choose simple locks and slip away, jam simple traps, especially perform tasks that require dexterity
hands 3 usually choose typical lock2, escape from tight rope bindings, safely choose prisoner hard-pick ed sophisticated locks, disarm the traps of average complexity22, choose very hard-pickmastered locks, choose chariots around tight corners, disarm complex traps, escape from locked master work
manacles 1 generally, and cover up to the gun, but ultimately, the rules are heavily obscured in combat, or the rules are severely obscured. 2 Proficiency in The Thief's Tool allows players to open the lock and add a proficiency bonus to the inspection scan scan scans made to disarm the traps. The
Constitution measures health, stamina, and vitality. Used in the Constitution ... Rule score determines the bonus for constitutional-related rolls, decides to decide the bonus on constitutional-related rolls 1 + CON mode (minimum 30 seconds) and keeps breathing alive for the same minute, then survives for
rounds like CON mode. The next turn 0 hp is falling and dying. Going without food can go without enough food for days like 3+ CON mode. Daily restrictions get 1 level of fatigue. Using the heat dice CON mode used during the short break to determine the hit point CON mode added to HP at each level,
the health force 1d20+ CON mode + proficiency (if skilled) concentration DC can withstand the same disease, poison or other risks as damage of 10 or 1/2. Go without 15 DC enough water in order to get 1 level of fatigue or. Very rarely used but can be used to push yourself beyond normal limits and use
Quaff as a whole of ale to move as much as possible to other. There is no technical skill associated with the Constitution.1 Easy distraction environmental stimulus, such as a wave hitting the deck of a ship variable DC that threw a storm after the damage, seeks the Constitution in dc, which accounts for
10 or half of them. Variable DC at the end of each time the PC must save the constitution to throw with the same DC as the number of travel time past 10+8. In a failed throw, the PC takes on one level of fatigue. Your PC can keep your breath for minutes like 1+ constitutional modifiers (at least 30
seconds). When breathing, your PC can survive for a number of rounds like their constitutional modifiers before falling to zero hit points and starting to die. A PC needs to eat a pound of food a day to make it suppall. They can go without food for a number of days like 3+ constitutional modifiers (at least 1)
before they start starving. This daily count is reset when your PC eats a fill during the day. Otherwise, the PC raises one level of fatigue above the limit at the end of the day. An automatic A PC drinking less than half of the water needed during the day leads to one level of fatigue at the end of the day, or
two levels of fatigue if you are already suffering from fatigue. A suitable PC should succeed in the Constitution, which saves the amount of fatigue in the first or advance if you are already suffering from fatigue, or save on two levels, only to drink more than half of the water needed to drink more than half of
the water needed during the day. 1 The Constitution represents a largely passive set of 'technologies' that are related to long-lasting rather than performing a specific action that a PC can become proficient in. As a result, constitutional checks are rarer than other proficiency tests and are usually created
without adding proficiency bonuses, but situational bonuses can still be applied. Note: The ability test is different from save throwing. Players can be proficient in constitutional save throws. 2 PCs can only travel for 8 hours a day and are at risk of exhaustion. 3 PC requires 1 gallon of water per day if the
climate is severe. Intelligence measures mental vision, recall accuracy and reasoning ability. The intelligence used in ... Rule score refers to this chart modifier, if you see a bonus in this chart-related roll, save a certain fantasy and believe in logic, sharp memory, or both 1d20+ ability mode + proficiency (if
skilled) to check the figure in logic, training, memory, or deductible reasoning 120 INT+ Use communication with creatures without words. Estimate the value of valuable items. Forge documents. Remember the story of crafts or trade. Win skill games. Here are all the technologies involved in intelligence
capabilities: Easy recall and widely known information; Identify more ambiguous or specific information than the common people, places, objects, symbols, fauna or fauna and moderate recalls. Rare people, places, objects, symbols, fauna or flora and fauna are hard to recall to truly demean or identify
accurate information. Identify rare people, places, objects, symbols, fauna, or flora and fauna that only a small number of privileged persons can know. Very rare people, places, objects, symbols, fauna, or plants easily identify obvious traps or secrets or coding messages left behind by contacts, conveying
intelligent creatures and simple ideas that you do not share the language, discover the true essence of low-level fantasy. Usually identify common traps, determine the time or cause of death of recently deceased creatures, estimate the material value of items, and discover the nature of mid-level
illusionshard well identify hidden traps, objects or areas; Identifying documents or identifying these documents, and identifying very hard magically hidden traps, objects, or areas that discover the true essence of high-level illusions; Discerning the purpose and process of complex devices or systems
determines the integrity of structures, configurations, or formations, and identifies exploitable weaknesses in which wisdom measures perception, intuition, and coordination with the surrounding world. Wisdom is ... The rule score refers to this chart modifier to determine the bonus to the wisdom-related roll
by referring to this chart save resistance effect that the chart saves its appeal, fear, or otherwise your willpower 1d20+ WIS mode + proficiency (if skilled) to read body language, understand someone's emotions, understand things about the environment, or take care of the injured person 1d20+ WIS mode
to get a gut feeling about the behavior singing other possible use of the process. Determine whether a living creature appears to be dead or undead. Here are all the skills associated with wisdom skills: Easy to make sure that the child is telling the truth who is the leader of the cage group, the enemy's
next action is very hard to discern the intended message of hard guessing non-verbal communication in a very hard contest (deception) if someone lies or disguises themselves or finds a prominent landmark or structure away from their intended easy spot, listen to the sound of the coming storm, signal
the coming storm object, then find a hard spot well hidden object or function in the room Reading objects or features that are very hard spots, tap into quiet conversations through heavy doors, You can hear the contest (stealth), but listen to the hidden enemy movements, follow the tracks of well-old
creatures through the forest, feed the value of food in rich areas, feed the value of food through the rich areas, navigate on sunny nights along abandoned or forgotten trails, track the creatures through the forests, feed for the value of food in rare areas, navigate on cloudy nights, predict oncoming storms,
identify traces of creatures near the creatures through barren terrain, follow the tracks of the creatures. Explore the alien area on cloudy nights, feed the value of food in rough areas, predict the weather of tomorrow, navigate alien areas on stormy nights, stabilize the isolated animals easily, stabilize the
dying creatures outside the battle, diagnose common diseases, calm the usual wild but otherwise peaceful animals, perform complex maneuvers during the animal's emotional state, broken bones, intuition, stabilize dying creatures in the middle of battle, diagnose rare disease hard Intuit Diagnose
untrained mounts, diagnose rare diseases, calm dangerous wildlife very hard, diagnose magic and sacred diseases, measure the power of charisma, personal magnetism, social influence, physical attraction. For charismatic use ... If the rule score refers to this chart with modifications that determine the
bonus on a charismatic-related roll, see this chart save additional effects such as owning, that will subsume your personality or throw you on another plane of existence 1d20+ WIS mode + Proficiency (if you are skilled) make sure you try to entertain others when trying to influence or make an impression
or find the best to talk about other available available news and gossip in tricky social situations 1d20+ ability mode. Blend with the crowd to identify the main topics of the conversation. Here are all the skills associated with charismatic skills: Contest (insight) fast story or convict man, impersonate a con
person, a convincing lie or otherwise hide your true intentions, from uncooperative prisoners to uncopic noble scares, from their coin purse scares to hand over moderate fry information, back in confrontation street bully hard may be best to look the other way around this time guard advice, forcing officials
to sign documents very hard feared you are a bigger creature than you The cause of the escape, the cause of the escape; Stop the nursery rhymes, such as keeping track of easy daily performances, such as inspiring speeches around taverns and campfires, or speaking around moderate professional
performances such as impressive musical displays. Extremes and local patrons can attract the attention of local patrons and lead to local reputations hard memorable performances that can lead to very difficult special performances that can attract the attention of far-right supporters and even additional
flat presence easily persuade the mayor to help your party, persuade a group of highway thieves to leave in peace with distracted people, persuade the chamber savvy acquaintances to help you see your party king Rally the crown of the villagers, inspired or, convince the Sphinx very hard that the value
of the secret you keep, ensures the dragon you're alive more than the dead state description and automatically does not make the ability to require sight. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages, and attack rolls of creatures have drawbacks. Attractive creatures can not attack attraction or target harmful
abilities or magic effects and attractions that have the advantage of examining the ability to interact socially with creatures. Deaf creatures cannot hear and automatically fail to identify all abilities that require hearing. While The Source of Fear is in sight, scary creatures have a penalty for ability
identification and attack rolls. The creature cannot be willing to be closer to the source of fear. Grappled creatures have a 0 speed and cannot benefit from the bonus for that speed. If the grappler is incapacitated, the condition ends. This effect also ends the condition when you remove a gratin creature
out of the grappler's reach, or, for example, if a creature removes a grappling effect, such as when it is thrown by a spell of thunder. Incapacitated creatures cannot take action or reactions. Invisible creatures cannot be seen without the help of magic or special sensations. For hidden purposes, creatures
are heavily obscured. The location of the creature can be detected by noise or as a departing track. Attack rolls on creatures have drawbacks, and the creature's attack roll has its advantages. Paralyzed creatures are incapacitated and cannot move or speak. Creatures automatically fail to throw power
and dexterity. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages. If an attacker is within 5 feet of a creature, a creature attack is a deadly attack. Petrified creatures are transformed into solid inanimate objects (usually stones) with unmused objects worn or transported. Its weight increases by 10 factors, and stops
aging. Creatures are incapacitated, cannot move or speak, and they do not know their surroundings. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages. Creatures automatically fail to throw power and dexterity. Creatures resist all damage. Creatures In poisonand disease, although poison or disease is already
suspended in its system, it is not neutralized. Poisonous creatures penalize attack rolls and ability tests. The only moving option of easy creatures is to crawl, thus ending the condition unless it stands. This creature has its drawbacks to the attack roll. If an attacker is within 5 feet of a creature, the attack
roll on the creature has its advantage. Otherwise, the attack roll has its drawbacks. Understated creatures have a 0 speed and cannot benefit from the bonus of speed. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages, and attack rolls of creatures have drawbacks. This creature penalizes dexterity and saves.
Stunned creatures are incompetent, unable to move, and can speak only unshakable. Creatures automatically fail to throw power and dexterity. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages. Unconscious creatures are incapacitated, cannot move or speak, and they do not know their surroundings. Creatures
are prone to dropping and falling out of anything they hold. Creatures automatically fail to throw power and dexterity. Attack rolls on creatures have advantages. If an attacker is within 5 feet of a creature, a creature attack is a deadly attack. Level Effect 1 Shortcomings in ability checking. 2 speed was
halved, 4 hit points reduced by half to half, 5 speed reduced to 0 6 deaths at the end of the long break, the characters provided enough food and water, they reduced the level of fatigue by 1. Damage type description Acid corrosive substance, magic or alchemical bloody blunt force hit (hammer, falling,
etc.) cold extreme low temperature and magic attack fire breathing and fire-based spells and destructive form lightning bolts, or magical forces focused on electrical spells and magical magic energy. Treatby certain undead and damaged magic piercings and impulsive attacks and weapons like poison
venom, spores, substances and psychic psychic attacks and damages such as psionic abilities, like creatures slashing sacred spells or knives, Axe, Thunder Shockwave Damage Severity and Level Character Level Frustration Dangerous Deadly 1-4 1d10 2d10 4d10 5-10 th 2d10 4d10 10d Monster claws
d10 10d10 18d10 18d10 17th-20th 10d10 18d10 18d10 24d10 cover type effect 1/2 cover +2 bonus AC and dexterity saving tothrow for attacks and effects that occur on the other side of the cover. 3/4 Cover +5 AC and Dexterity Save on Bonus tothrow for attacks and effects that occur on the other side of
the cover. The entire cover cannot be targeted by an attack or order. Combat Action Description Action by Attack One¹ Melee Attack, Or shove. Cast the order as the casting time of the cast 1 action. Dash Gain moves to add the same extra movement with speed for this turn, applying any modifiers.
Releasing your moves will not trigger a chance attack on the rest of the turn. If you dodge until the start of the next turn, you will see the attacker, and if there is an advantage in DEX save, an adverse attack will occur. You lose this benefit if you are incapacitated or the speed drops to zero. Help the
creatures so you can get an advantage in the next ability check to perform the tasks you support, or help with the attack roll if you are within 5 feet of the enemy. Hide you to do a stealth check. For more information, see here. Be prepared to do something when a particular trigger occurs. For more
information, see here. To find something to search for, check for recognition or investigation. Use objects that interact with the second object (the first object is free) or more complex objects in the turn. Against the acrobatic examination of creatures larger creatures² climbs on land or acrobatic inspections.
For more information, see here. Disarmed² use the attack to create an opposing attack roll by the land or acrobatic inspection of the target. The target has the advantage of holding items with two or more hands. Mark² melee attacks can be displayed when attacking. Opportunistic attacks on creatures
have advantages and do not consume reactions, but in this way you can only do one attack. Overrun² action or bonus action as a check against the land hostile land. If you win, you'll be able to move around hostile space this turn. Use swipe to the side² Push the target to the side rather than far away. For



more information, see here. Perform acrobatic scans against by hostile acrobatics with tumble² action or bonus action. If you win, you'll be able to move around hostile space this turn. ¹ Certain features allow you to use this task to attack, grapple, or push more than one. When trying to hide, there are four
simple rules for stealth. If someone can see you, you can't try to hide from them. You can't see you when someone isn't looking at you. Once hidden, it can be detected through vision, hearing, or both, so do not see or listen. If their perception check or manual recognition is higher than stealth rolls, they
will detect you. Given the moment you have an invisible, unattended, or proper cloaking strategy, you can hide in an inconspicuous place, and if you are hidden, or if someone can't see you, there's an advantage to an attack roll, and it's unfavorable to the attack roll. If you are attacking while hiding, no
matter the hit or miss, you are no longer hidden. Fight, shove, climb on larger creatures and you can use one attack when you take attack action Shove or climb up to the enemy. Grappling allows you to catch creatures that are one or more size categories higher than you. Using at least one free hand,
you have a race track inspection by the target's land or acrobatic inspection. If successful, the target will now be challenged by you. You can also grind your enemies up on top of it. Escape the grapple. During the applet, the creature can use its behavior to create a land or stunt test as opposed to land
inspection. If the creature succeeds, move to the next space. Move the grapple creature. You can drag or transport grappled creatures when you move, but if the creature is not more than two sizes smaller than you, the speed is halved. You can use attack action to push a creature that is one size larger
than a creature. Perform a track or stunt test as opposed to a land or stunt test. If you succeed you tend to move 5 feet in any direction or knock. Proper large creatures climbing on larger creatures can be treated as terrain for the purpose of jumping on the back or clinging to limbs. When you get into a
position and examine the abilities needed to get to a larger creature, the smaller creatures use that action to make a competing land or stunt test by the target stunt test. If you win the contest, the small creature successfully moves into the target creature's space and clings to your body. While in the
target's space, the small creature has the advantage of moving with the target and rolling the attack against it.     Smaller creatures can move within the space of larger creatures and treat the space as difficult terrain. Larger creatures may or may not be able to attack small creatures depending on the
location of the small creature, which depends on the DM. By having a land test against a small creature's land or acrobatic inspection - shake it, scrape it against the wall, grab it and throw it - you may want to try to remove the creature into action. When you prepare an action as an action of a turn, you
can perform a preparation task so that you can act late in the round with a reaction. To do this, you need to clearly define two things.     First, you need to decide what to do to trigger the prepared action. For example, the trigger can say that a hostile creature comes through the door in front of me.
    Second, when a triggering event occurs, you must decide what to do. You can take actions such as attack behavior or move at speed. For example, you can say that I will attack with my great words. By putting both triggers and actions together, you get a consistent sentence. For example, if a hostile
creature comes through the door in front of me, I will attack with my great words. Prepare Spelling. When you prepare an order, it casts normally, but if you have energy, it will be released as a reaction. To prepare an order, you need to have a casting time for one action, and you need concentration to
capture the magic of the spell. If you lose focus, your spell disappears. When you start your turn from 0 hit points to throw a drop death save on 0 hits points, you must throw death saving. 9 or less is considered a failure, and at least 10 years of age is considered a success. If you accumulate three
failures before three successes, you die. Three successes will stabilize. If you get the hit point back, both success and failure are reset. Rolling 1 or 20. Saving death in d20 and rolling 1 is considered two failures. If you roll 20 from d20, you can regain one hit point. 0 hits damage. If you have some
damage while you have 0 hit points, you suffer a death save throw failure. If the damage is caused by a catastrophic blow, you will experience two failures instead. If the damage is equal to or exceeds the maximum hit point, it will die immediately. The massive damage of immediate death can kill you
immediately. If damage reduces 0 hit points and damage remains, the remaining damage will be killed if the remaining damage is equal to or exceeds the maximum hit point. For example, a priest with a maximum of 12 hit points currently has 6 hit points. The offense reduced it to 0 hits with 18 hits, but 12
damage remained. The priest dies because the remaining damage is equal to the maximum of her strike point. If you fall unconscious, the damage will reduce you to zero hit points and if it doesn't kill you, you fall unconscious. This unconscious ends when you regain some hit points. The best way to
stabilize a creature is to save the creature with zero hits points to heal it. If healing is not available, the creature will at least stabilize to prevent it from dying and dying. You can use the task to manage first aid on involuntary organisms and try to stabilize it as a successful DC 10 medical examination is
needed. Stable Creature sits unconscious, though it doesn't save death, even though it has 0 hit points. Creatures must stop stabilizing and seek death again when damage is dealt. Unhealed, Stable creatures regain 1 hit after 1d4 hours. Wild Magic can roll d20 from DM shortly after casting one or more
wizard spells. Roll 1 to create a random magic effect by rolling it to the wild magic surge table. Wild Magic Surge d100 effect 01-02 rolls on this table at the beginning of each turn for the next moment, ignoring this result on subsequent rolls. 03-04 For the next minute, you can see invisible creatures. The
moderon selected and controlled by 05-06 DM appears in the 5-nave space. Yours, then disappears after 1 minute. 07-08 You cast fireballs into 3-level spells centered around yourself. 09-10 You cast 5 levels magic missiles. 11-12 roll a d10. The height changes depending on the number of inches, such
as rolls. If the roll is strange, it shrinks. If the roll is uniform, it grows. 13-14 You cast chaos around yourself. 15-16 You can regain 5 hit points at the start of each turn for the next minute. 17-18 You grow a long beard made of feathers that remains until you sneeze, at which point the feathers explode from
your face. 19-20 You cast Greece around yourself. 21-22 Creatures have a drawback to throwing in the next moment and then throwing a save for the next spell. 23-24 Turn your skin a vibrant shade of blue color. The Removal Curse spell can end this effect. 25-26 For the next minute, the eyes on the
forehead appear. During that time, you have the advantage of wisdom (perceptual) examination, which relies on vision. 27-28 For the next minute, all orders with casting time of 1 action have a casting time of 1 bonus action. 29-30 You teleport up to 60 feet in the empty space of your choice that you can
see. 31-32 They are transported to the Astral plane until the end of the next turn, after which they return to the nearest empty space if the space they had previously occupied or the space they had occupied was captured. 33-34 Start up within the next minute and then maximize damage to the damage
order. 35-36 roll a d10. The age varies depending on the same number of years as the roll. If the roll is longer, it will not be younger (at least 1 year old). If the roll is even, it will age. Control by DM 37-38 1d6 Fluff will appear in an empty space within your 60 feet and will frighten you. They disappear after a
minute. 39-40 You recovered 2d10 hit points. 41-42 Turns into a potted plant until the next turn begins. Plants are incapacitated for and have vulnerabilities in all damage. If you drop to 0 hit points, the pot will break and the foam will revert. 43-44 You can teleport up to 20 feet with bonus action on each
turn for the next minute. 45-46 Cast you imposed on yourself. The unicorn controlled by 47-48 DM appears within 5 feet of space and disappears after a minute. 49-50 you can not speak for the next minute. Every time you try, the pink bubble floats in your mouth. 51-52 Spectrum Shield floats near you for
the next minute, giving ac +2 bonus and immunity to magic missiles. 53-54 You are immune to being drunk by alcohol for the next 5d6 days. 55-56 Your hair falls but grows again within 24 hours. 57-58 Flammable objects that are not worn or transported by other creatures for the next minute are engulfed
in flames. 59-60 You can reclaim the lowest-cost consumed spell slots. 61-62 For the next minute, you need to shout when you speak. 63-64 Cast fog clouds On your own. 65-66 Creatures of choice within up to 30 feet deal 4d10 lightning damage. 67-68 You are afraid by the nearest creature until the end
of the next turn. Each creature within 69-70 feet will be invisible for the next minute. Invisible ends up in a creature when attacking or casting a spell. 71-72 You get resistance to all the damage for the next minute. 73-74 Random creatures within 60 feet of you become poisonous for 1d4 hours. 75-76 You
shine with bright light in a 30 foot radius for the next minute. All creatures that end that turn within 5 feet of you will be blinded until the end of the next turn. 77-78 You cast polymorphism on your own. If the save toss fails, the amount changes during the spell period. 79-80 Illustrated butterflies and petals
flutter in the air within your 10 feet for the next minute. 81-82 You can immediately add each creature within 83-84 of your 30 feet and carry as long as 1d10 necrotic damage. You recover the same hit points as the sum of the necrotic damage dealt. 85-86 You cast a mirror image. 87-88 you cast a flight to
random creatures within your 60 feet. 89-90 You will be invisible for the next minute. During that time, other creatures can't hear you. When you attack or cast an order, transparency ends. If you die within the next minute from 91-92, you'll instantly revive it like a reincarnation spell. 93-94 Over the next
minute, the size increases to one size category. 95-96 you and all the creatures within your 30 feet get a vulnerability to piercing damage for the next minute. 97-98 You are surrounded by faint, subtle music for the next minute. 99-00 You regain all the consuming magic points. Adventuring Level XP to
next level Total XP Proficiency Bonus 1 300 0 +2 2 600 300 +2 3 1,800 900 +2 4 3,800 2,700 +2 5 7,500 6,500 +3 6 9,000 14,000 +3 7 11,000 23,000 +3 8 14,000 34,000 +3 9 16,000 48,000 +4 10 21,000 64,000 +4 11 15,000 85,000 +4 12 20,000 100,000 +4 13 20,000 120,000 +5 14 20,000 140,000
+5 15 25,000 165,000 +5 16 30,000 195,000 +5 17 30,000 225,000 +6 18 40,000 265,000 +6 19 50,000 305,000 +6 20 — 355,000 +6 Coin CP SP EP GP PP Copper 1 1/10 1/50 1/100 1/1000 Silver 10 1 1/5 1/10 1/100 Electrum 50 5 1 1/2 1/20 Gold 100 10 2 1 1/10 Platinum 1000 100 50 10 1 Service
Pay Coach Cab     Between Towns 3 cp/mile Within a City     1 cp Hireling     Skilled 2 gp/day     Unskilled 2 sp/day Messenger 2 cp/mile Road/Gate Toll 1 cp Ship's Passage 1 Sp/mile 10-30gp + Component Second Level Spell1 30-50gp + Component Third + Level Spell2 How many's got?3 1 First and
Second Level Order Casting Service is easy enough to find in a decent size city or town. 2 Third floors and higher orders are much rarer, and perhaps only in large cities with universities or temples can be found in the amount of rules. 3 Often You can request services rather than monetary payments.
Lifestyle price /day misery - Squalid 1 sp poor 2 sp modest 1 gp comfortable 2 gp rich 4 gp aristocracy 10 gp minimum item cost ale gallon 2 sp mug 4 cp banquet (per person) 10 gp bread, loaf 2 cp cheese, Chunk 1 sp Inn Stay (Sun) Squalid 7 cp Poor 1 sp Modest 5 sp comfortable 8 sp rich 2 gp
aristocracy 4 gp meal (day) Squalid 3 cp Poor 6 cp Modest 3 sp comfortable 5 sp rich 8 sp Aristocratic 2 gp meat, chunk 3 Sp wine common (pitcher) 2 sp fine (bottle) 10 gp description ammunition you can use to make ammunition property you have ammunition with ammunition that you have
ammunition from the weapon. Every time you attack with a weapon, you consume a piece of ammunition. Drawing ammunition from tremors, cases, or other containers is part of the attack. After the battle, it takes about a minute to search the battlefield to recover half of the ammunition consumed. When
attacking with finesse weapons, you use a selection of robberies or dexterity modifiers for attacks and damage rolls. You must use the same modifier for both rolls. Heavy little creatures have drawbacks to heavy weapons and attack rolls. The size and bulk of the heavy weight makes small creatures too
large for effective use. Light weapons are small and easy to handle, making them ideal for use when fighting with two weapons. Because of the time required to load this weapon, you can only fire a piece of ammunition when using actions, bonus actions, or reactions, regardless of the number of attacks
that you can typically perform. Range Range A weapons have a range shown in parentheses after ammunition or thrown attributes. The scope lists two numbers. The first is the normal range of the weapon, and the second represents the maximum range of the weapon. There is a disadvantage to the
attack roll when attacking targets that exceed normal ranges. You can't attack targets beyond the long range of weapons. This weapon reaches add 5 feet to your reach when you attack with it. Special weapons with special possessions have unusual rules described in the description of the weapon (see
Special Weapons later in this section).   (Lance) Lance is penalized for attacking targets within 5 feet. Lance also needs to hold both hands when not mounted.   (Net) the large or small creature struck by the net is restrained until it is released. The net does not affect creatures without form or larger or
larger creatures. Creatures can use their actions to do dc 10 strength checks to free other creatures to reach success. Deal Reducing the damage to the net (AC 10) will cause the creature to terminate its effects and destroy the net without harming it. Actions, bonus actions, or responses to attacks on the
network allow you to perform only one attack, regardless of the number of attacks that you typically perform. If you have property thrown by throwing weapons, you can throw weapons to make ranged attacks. If the weapon is a melee weapon, you will use the same ability modifier for the attack roll and
damage roll you will use for the weapon and melee attack. For example, if you throw a hand solution, you can use strength or dexterity because you use strength, but throwing a dagger has a finesse property on the dagger. Two-handed weapons should be used for both hands. This versatile weapon can
be used with one or two hands. The damage value of parentheses appears on the property, which is damaged when using a weapon with both hands to melee attacks. ItemCostWeight Abacus2 gp2 lbs. 25 gp1 pounds of acid (vial). Alchemist's Fire (Flask) 50 gp1 lbs. Ammunition arrow (20)1 gp1 lb.
    Blowgun needles (50)1 gp1 lb.     Crossbow bolts (20)1 gp1/2 lb.     Sling bullet (20)4 cp1/2 lb. Antitoxin (vial) 50 gp — Vision Focus Crystal 10 gp1 lb.     Orb20 gp3 lb.     Rod10 gp2 lb.     Staff 5 gp4 lbs.     10 pounds of gp1. Backpack2 gp5 pounds. Ball bearings (1,000 bags) 1 gp2 pounds. 2 gp70
pounds a barrel. Basket 4 sp2 pounds. Bedroll1 gp7 lbs. Bell1 gp — 5 sp3 pounds of blankets. Blocks and tackles1 gp5 pounds. Book25 gp5 lbs. Bottle, glass 2 gp2 pounds. Bucket 5 cp2 pounds. Caltrops (20)1 gp2 pound bag. Candle 1 cp - case, crossbow bolt1 gp1 pound. Case, map or scroll1 gp1
pounds. Chain (10 feet) 5 gp10 lbs. Chalk (1) 1 cp — chest 5 gp25 pounds. Hiker's kit25 gp12 lbs. Clothes, common 5 sp3 pounds. Clothes, costumes5 gp4 lbs. Clothes, fine15 gp6 pounds. Clothes, 2 gp4 pounds of travellers. Component pouch25 gp2 lbs. Crowbar 2 gp5 lbs. Druidic Focus Spreg of The
Baresto1 gp — Totem1 gp — Tree Staff5 gp4 lbs.     Yew wand10 gp1 lb. Fishing tackle1 gp4 lb. Flasque or tankered 2 cp1 pounds. Grappling hook2 gp4 pounds. Hammer 1 gp3 lb. Hammer, sled 2 gp10 pounds. Hiller's kit5 gp3 pounds. Holy sign amulet5 gp1 pound.     Emblem 5 gp — Reliquary5 gp2
lb. Holy water (flask) 25 gp1 pounds. 25 gp1 pounds of hourglass. Hunting traps5 gp25 pounds. Ink (1 oz bottle) 10 gp — ink pen 2 cp — kettle or pitcher 2 cp4 lb. Ladder (10 feet) 1 sp25 pounds. Lamp5 sp1 pound. Lantern, Bullseye10 gp2 lbs. Lantern, hood5 gp2 lb. Lock10 gp1 lb. Magnifying glass 100
gp — Manacles2 gp6 lb. Mess Kit2 sp1 lbs. Mirror, 5 gp1/2 pounds of steel. Oil (flask) 1 sp1 pound. Paper (1 sheet) 2 sp - parchment (1 sheet) 1 sp — perfume (vial) 5 gp — optional, miner 2 gp10 lbs. Piton5 cp1/4 pounds. Poison, basic (vial) 100 gp — pole (10 feet) 5 cp7 lbs. Pot, iron2 gp10 pounds.
Healing potion50 gp1/2 pounds. Pouch5 sp1 pounds. Quiver1 gp1 lb. Ram, portable4 gp35 lbs. Distribution (1) sp2 pounds. Gown 1 gp4 lbs. Rope, hempen (50 feet) 1 gp10 lb. Rope, silk (50 feet) 10 gp5 pounds. Sack1 cp1/2 pounds. On a scale, 5 gp3 pounds of traders. Sealed wax 5 sp - 2 gp5 pounds
of shovels. Signal whistle 5 cp — Signet ring5 gp — Soap2 cp — Spellbook50 gp3 lb. Spikes, iron (10)1 gp5 lb. Spyglass1,000 gp1 lb. Tent, 2 gp20 pounds for 2 people. Tinder box 5 sp1 pounds. Torch 1 cp1 lb. Vial1 gp— Waterskin2 sp5 lb. (All) whetstone 1 cp1 pounds. The item costs carrying
capacity camel 50gp 50ft. 480 lb donkey or mule 8gp 40ft. 420 lb elephant 200gp 40ft. 1320 lb horse, draft 50gp 40ft. 540 lb horse, riding 75gp 60ft. 480 lb mastiff 25gp 40ft. 195 lb pony 30gp 40ft. 225 lb Warhorse 400gp 60ft. 540 lb item cost bard x4 x2 bits and bridle 2gp 1 lb carriage 100gp 6000 lb cart
1500 lb cart 15gp 200 lb tank 250gp 100 lb feed (day) 5 cp 10 lb saddle exotic 60gp 40 lb military 20gp 30 lb 30 lb pack 5 15 lb riding 10lb 25lb pound sled 40 pounds sled 40 pounds GP 30gp (day) 5sp - Wagon 35gp 400 pound item cost speed 30,000 000gp 4 mph Keelboat 3,000gp 1 mph 1 mph 1 mph
Rowboat 10,000gp 3 mph 50gp 1.5 mph sailing ship 10,000gp 2 mph 2mph 2.5 mph to travel under the other instructions to travel under the instructions 25,000 mph 2.5 mph. Different speeds (slow, normal, Fast pace usualpace 20 square meters/min 30 square meters/min 40 square meters/min 1 square
meter = 10 feet slow speed normal speed 2 square meters/min 3 square meters/min 4 square meters/min 1 square meter = 100 feet slow speed normal speed 2 hex/hour 18 hex/day 3 hexs/14 xxes/houror30hex / 1 regular speed = 14 xxes/houror30miles = 1 regular speed 1 hex / 3 hours 3 hex / 2 hours
ororor 4 hex/1 hex/day 1 hex/day 1 hex/day 1 hex/day 1 hex / 6 miles below travel speed is a guide on how your PC can get around kicking from real distance (6 miles of travel below is a guide on how to get around on foot from the actual distance (the actual distance speed below is a fast distance and
the speed of the actual distance is fast.) 400 feet 4 miles 30 miles -5 minutes manual crust score The hour-time effect 300 feet 3 miles 24 miles - minute time effect 200 feet 2 miles 18 miles stealth minute time effect speed X 10 feet. Speed ÷ 10 mi. Speed X 0.6 mi. No effect based on slow regular fast
use 1.33 using base speed, -5 manual recognition encounter distance is instructions for starting encounters based on terrain below, audible distance, and outdoor visibility. Terrain encounter distance arctic, desert, farmland, or meadow 6d6 x 10 foot forest, Swamps, or forests 2d8 x 10 feet hills or
wasteland 2d10 x 10 feet Jungle 2d6 x 10 feet mountain 4d10 x 10 feet audible distance trying to quiet2d6 x 5 feet general noise level 2d6 x 10 feet very loud 26 x 10 feet no obstacles 2 miles rain 1 mile fog 100 feet 100 feet from 100 feet to 100 feet of foot 100 feet to get a 300 foot high x 20 hinge
example light-dependent faint vision light to try to patch the mid-crust, patch ing esthr, Obscured blind state darkness, Opaque fog, dense foliage source bright light dim light duration candle 5 feet +5 feet 6 hours lamp 15 feet +30 feet 6 hours lantern, Bulls eye 60 feet cone +60 feet 6 hours lantern, hood
low hood 30 feet - +30 feet + 5 feet 6 hours - torch 20 feet + 20 feet 1 hour source bright light dim light lasting flame 20 feet + 20 feet - Fire 10 feet dance - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire - 10 feet of fire
- 10 feet of fire - fire 10 feet of fire - 20 feet + 20 feet of light lasting light 10 feet 1 minute flame blade 10 feet + 10 feet 10 minutes burning sphere 20 feet +20 feet 1 minute holy aura — 5 feet 1 minute light 20 feet +20 feet 1 hour moonbeam - 5 feet deep 1 minute prism wall 100 feet +100 Feet +100 feet
0 feet 10 minutes wall of fire 60 feet +60 feet 1 minute trap dangerous storage DC attack bonus frustration 10-11 +3 on +5 dangerous 12-15 +6 to +8 deadly 16-20 +9 to + + 12 character level frustration dangerous fatal 1day-4th 1d10 2d10 2d10 5-10th 2d10 10d10 11-16th 4d10 10d10 18d10 17th 10th
10d10 18d10 24d10 Damage Example1d10 1d10 coal by coal hit by falling bookcase, poked by poison needle, steamed by 2d10 lightning, dropped debris into the collapsed tunnel, hit the fire pit 4d10, hung in a barrel of mountain and crushed by compressing the 10d10 wall, biting through the lava stream
18d10 Submerged in lava, hit by swirling steel blades, crashing flying fortress, tumbling on the swirl of fire on the elemental plane of 24d10 fire, being crushed on the jaws of a new creature or moon-sized monster material AC cloth, 11 paper 11 rope 11 crystal 13 glass 13 ice 13 wood 15 stone 17 iron 19
steel 19 small, Lock1d42d44 barrel, chestd6 , Chandelier1d84d8 large cart, Window1d105d10 HUGE+ Wagon, HutDM's discretionary short break, HutDM's discretion short break: a downtime period that lasts for at least an hour, eating, drinking, reading, or doing more strenuous things than cuts. Take a
short break and reuse the use of refreshed abilities, features, and resources. You can roll that type of die to consume one of the accumulated hit dies. You can recover the same hit point as The Roald Value + Constitution Modifier. After that, you can choose to send another hit dai. Full text: A short break
is at least an hour-long downtime, during which the character is not more violent in eating, drinking, reading, and caring for the wound. The character can send one or more hit dice at the end of a short break, up to the maximum number of hit dice of the character, which is the same as the character's
level. For each hit dice consumed in this way, the player rolls a die and adds a character's constitutional modifier. The character recovers the same hit score as the total point. Players can decide on spending. Add a hit die after each roll. Once the character has completed the long break, as described
below, he or she will reclaim the hit dice. Long breaks: The downtime period of at least 8 hours lasts for at least 8 hours, during which time only light activities such as speaking, eating or standing watches are required. These activities cannot take up more than 2 hours of long rest. Performing more than
an hour of strenuous activities, such as walking or fighting, can interfere with long breaks. You can only enjoy one long rest for 24 hours, and the rest should start with at least one hit point. You regain the use of the ability, the ability to refresh resources by long breaks, and regain all of the lost hit points
unless you otherwise see it. You recover the number of hit dies corresponding to half of your total possible hit dies. Full text: Long breaks are at least 8 hours of extended downtime, during which the character sleeps or performs light activities: reading, speaking, eating, or watching for at least two hours. If
you are awake, battle, casting, or at least an hour of adventurous activity - the rest interrupted by a period of strenuous activity - the character must start the rest again to gain some benefit from it. At the end of a long break, the characters regained all the lost hit points. The character also sent back a hit
dice, up to the number of dice, which corresponds to half of the total number of characters. For example, if your character has 8 hit dice, you can reclaim 4 hit dice after a long break. Characters cannot benefit from more than one long break in 24 hours, and the character must have at least one hit point at
the remainder of the start to benefit. d20 temperature 1-14pyeong usual 15-171d4 x 10 degrees Fahrenheit 10 degrees Fahrenheit general d20Wind 1-12None 13-17, etc. 18-12-17 degrees 18-12-121-10be 13-13-10 Snowforge SpeakerScript Common Warwives dwarfs dwarths elvis worss giant Giant
Wervish Nomish Gnome Nomesd and Bish Goblin Goblin Goblin Half-Ringing Common Olaxdeandbis Language Script AbysSAlDemons Dragon Bondrakonic Deep Speachmind Fraiers, Beholder - Helldevil Hell's Raw Aid Jidad Weissi Sylvanpei Bio Elvis Underarmour Merchant Elvis Food &amp; Ava
Watervaleb DC Abundant Food and 10 Water Water Water Swaind, 10 Small Food, 10 If there are, food and water souurces 20 different charactes feed , each character has a separate check. Abandoned characters find nothing about failure. In a successful test, the 1d6+ wisdom modifier will be rolled to
determine how much food (pounds) and water (gallons) you have. Find. Make a separate roll for food and water. Random Table d12 Find 1 Artwork 2 Body 3 Food or Drink 4 Gems 5 Keys 6 Letters 7 Magic Hub 8 Map 9 Monster Parts 10 Secret Message 11 Signers or Insignia 12 Tome d20 Event1 Door
Opening 2 A Fire Start 3 Meteor Shooting 4 A Monster Across the Sky Will Appear 5 A Monster starts a strange star in the strong sky of air 6 a storm. Blowing through 9 10 someone deja vu 11 someone gets angry 12 someone glimpses the future 13 someone has a sense of foresight 14 someone has to
go to the bathroom15 something spilled or falling to the ground 16 something goes out there 17 light 18 the sun comes out 19 there is a foul smell in the air 20 unexplained Magic encounter d20 danger 1-3 brown mold4-8 green mucus 9-10 Shrewser 11-15 Spider Web 16-17 purple fungus 18-20 yellow
mold d20 obstacles 1 anti-life aura 110 x 10 feet radius; While in aura, the living creature hits 2 blowwinds reduced the speed by half, and the ranged attack roll 3 blade barrier block passages imposed a drawback on the 4-8 Chasm 1d4 x 10 feet from the cave. 2d6 x 10 feet deep with width, possibly
connecting to other levels of the dungeon 13-14 feet flooding 210 feet; can be used. Make a near-upward sloping verse, 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 toxic gases (1d6
poison damage per exposure) and 18 dragon gas (25% chance of hidden fungus or fungal dungeon hazard) with 16 overgrown mushroom block progress (50% probability of stone legs) including 15 lava flowing through the area (50% probability of stone legs) and most of the hacking (15% chance of
hidden fungus or fungal dungeon hazard) 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects due to 18 reverse gravity effects. 18 reverse gravity effects forcing block passages where creatures fall into the wall due to the reverse gravity effect of the dog
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